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Electronics is an “enabling” technology and a “propulsive” sector directly contributing to at least 10% 
of the World GDP. The electronics industry today employs about 2.5 million people in Europe. This 
very large industry will grow nearly twice as fast, during the coming years, as the total world GDP.

Europe has a strong position in professional “embedded” electronic systems. This position rests 
on European excellence in a number of industrial leaders, such as high performing technology for              
aerospace, defence, transport and high technology with best cost due to high volume in automotive, industrial 
engineering, machinery and energy. This is a two-way synergetic relationship ; European excellence in em-
bedded systems also consolidates the position of the downstream incorporating industries.

Today European industry has the opportunity to acquire strong initial positions by targeting the new 
markets for heterogeneous electronic product integration, smart sensors and power electronics, enmeshed 
and implanted systems. This is where the value added by the positioning of European industry and its know-
how are the greatest. Europe must from the start become a major player in these revolutionary new markets.

This virtuous innovation cycle and value chain must be maintained and developed. The EURIPIDES² 
cluster aims to support cooperative industrial research in Europe in the crucial domain of smart electronic 
systems integration. EURIPIDES² will focus on research and development close to actual applications and 
marketable products that could be manufactured in Europe with competitive prices. This involves exploiting the 
complementarities of all the different players in the electronics scene, such as academia, SMEs, large compa-
nies, integrating companies and end-users, as partners in cooperative projects.

The heterogeneous character of the EURIPIDES² ecosystem, and of the EURIPIDES² projects partners, 
echoes the concept of heterogeneous electronic integration and smart electronic system integra-
tion. Maintaining and developing the strength of European industry in the field of advanced technology and 
production, and as a consequence, to boost employment and growth in Europe is also the ultimate objective 
of EURIPIDES².

The EURIPIDES² ecosystem covers activities that range all the way up the electronic systems integration 
value chain, from materials, equipment and technologies, through components, modules, up to embedded, 
mechatronics, enmeshed and implanted systems. In 2012, these activities involve about 1.7 million em-
ployees in Europe, out of the 2.5 million employed in all the European electronics industry.

By the end of the current decade, in 2020, the players in the EURIPIDES² domain could provide 
about 700 000 new jobs. Naturally all these new jobs are not only the result of the action of EURIPIDES² and 
its members. But in an industry where technology and innovation play a key role, supporting research and de-
velopment, international cooperation and harmonisation, and the position of SMEs is a crucial factor of growth. 
In this way EURIPIDES² cooperative R&D projects have a direct impact on employment and econo-
mic growth in Europe. 

EURIPIDES² Vision: European Leadership in Smart Electronic Systems Integration design        
development and manufacturing

This is a global strategy to set up a virtuous cycle of R&D-innovation-manufacturing in Europe, focussed on the fields 
where European industry is powerful. A strong leading-edge European capability will have the greatest downstream 
impact on incorporating industries or in every new domain where market positions are still to be established.

EURIPIDES² Mission: Innovation hub for smart sensors, smart power modules and more 
generally heterogeneous electronic product integration for all leading industry sectors in Europe

EURIPIDES² Strategy:

 Focus on heterogeneous electronic products integration, advanced smart sensors and    
              power electronics 

 Increased participation of SMEs building on EURIPIDES2 “savoir faire” and network 

 Involve European industrial leaders in supporting the definition of the innovative electronic  
              hardware platforms 

 Capitalize on its partnership with DG Connect  (European Commission) to further cooperate 
              with the EU Horizon 2020, the R&D&I framework and Key Enabling Technology areas (printed
              electronics, robotics, photonics, ...) 

 Promote multi-sectorial projects through the EUREKA cluster co labelling 

 Priority stress on following-up European innovation for manufacturing in Europe

Today the major challenge is to improve the competitiveness of European industry, and as a conse-
quence to maintain and create new manufacturing and employment opportunities in Europe.

The prospects of employment evolution in the EURIPIDES² domain in Europe over the coming de-
cade, where 700 000 new jobs can be created in Europe, show the major importance of the action 
of EURIPIDES², which can help make part of these new job prospects become real, through the 
power of the European Smart Electronic Systems technology, design and manufacturing. 

1 See Annexe 1 of Vision, Mission and Strategy : Methodology 
2 The words enmeshed and implanted systems are defined, hereunder. 
  The three categories we distinguish in electronic systems are :
       • stand-alone electronic systems, such as TVs, mobile phones, PCs... ;
       • embedded systems, such as automotive or aerospace electronics for instance, which are systems conventionally incorporated into larger
           pieces of equipment or platforms belonging to the electrical or mechanical engineering sectors ;
       • enmeshed or implanted systems, which are a new and emergent domain, where electronic smart systems and devices are beginning to be
             used as inclusions in products, materials, or even living bodies, such as in textiles, clothing, building materials, animals, and the human
          body for health and bio applications.
3 In particular, through the experience gained in COWIN, a support action (FP7) to strengthen the European competitiveness in miniaturized 
smart systems. This initiative is dedicated to commercial exploitation of advanced technologies coming from collaborative European research  
work. In particular, COWIN facilitates interaction between public and private investment in Europe.
 

Electronics is an “enabling” 
technology and a “propulsive” 
sector directly contributing to 
at least 10% of the World GDP. 

Jean-Luc Maté - EURIPIDES2 Chairman
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EURIPIDES2 is industry driven and projects involve an increasing number of participants, large
companies, SMEs but also European research organizations. To-day, more than 400 organizations are or 
have been involved in EURIPIDES2 consortia, coming from 17 countries.

In terms of participation, SMEs counts for 40%, Large companies and research organizations for 30% each.

Projects are the core business of EURIPIDES2. The EURIPIDES2 Council is granting the label twice a year.  
Since its launch, around 50 projects worth 400 million Euros in R&D have been labeled.

This booklet provides an insight on a collection of EURIPIDES2 projects.

EURIPIDES2 launches two calls per year, in a two-step approach, in order to maximize the chances for success 
and avoid unnecessary time consuming efforts in setting up projects.

...

Participants may submit a project Outline (PO) or  a Full project proposal (FPP) either at the PO deadline or 
the FPP deadline.

At both stages, the EURIPIDES2 office will check whether public funding would be available for partners 
through the Public authorities’ network.

At each step, the two EURIPIDES2 experts selected by the Technical Committee will assess the proposal 
against 34 criteria and their conclusion will be delivered in full transparency to the consortium.

Step 1: Project outline

The Project Outline (PO) provides a short overview of the concept, the objectives of the project and 
the partnership even if they are not entirely settled. This document allows early advice and feedback 
from the Technical Committee (TEC) supported by the evaluations of two external experts. The PO will
facilitate preliminary discussions with and feedback from the relevant public authorities.

This step is highly recommended, but participants may submit a Full Project Proposal straightforward.

Step 2: Full project proposal

The second step in the EURIPIDES2 evaluation procedure is, for projects that have been accepted at PO      
(Project Outline) level, to submit a Full Project Proposal (FPP).

The FPP is an important document within EURIPIDES2. It is used for the evaluation and labelling of new projects 
and it is also the basis for the reporting and monitoring procedure.

Introduction
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Smart Integration For Rescue Teams 
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    Striking Technologies For Power 
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21. VISIOPACK20. VECTOR
Vibrating European Compass 
 

Vision System in One Package 
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